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Abstract
We prove under some assumptions that the Tate conjecture holds
for products of Fermat varieties of different degrees. The method is
to use a combinatorial property of eigenvalues of geometric Frobenius
acting on ℓ-adic e´tale cohomology.
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1 Introduction
Let p be a prime number. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p. Let k be a
separable closure of k and let Gk be the Galois group of k/k. Let ℓ be a prime
number different from p. For a projective smooth and geometrically integral
variety X over k, CHi(X) denotes the Chow group of algebraic cycles on X
of codimension i modulo rational equivalence. We first state the following
famous conjecture raised by Tate [28]:
Conjecture 1 (T (X/k, i)). The cycle class map
(1.1) ρiX : CH
i(X)⊗Qℓ −→ H
2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk
is surjective.
Here H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk denotes the Gk-invariant part of the ℓ-adic coho-
mology H2i(X,Qℓ(i)) (cf. Notation) of X := X ×k k. Tate [29] proved that
T (X/k, 1) holds in case where X is an abelian variety or a product of curves.
∗The author is supported by JSPS Research Fellowships for Young Scientists.
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In case where X is a product of curves, Soule´ [25] proved that the Tate con-
jecture holds for i = 0, 1, dimX − 1, dimX . Spiess [26] proved that the Tate
conjecture holds for products of elliptic curves. For other known cases we
refer to [30].
Beilinson [3] furthermore conjectured that ρiX is also injective. Therefore
the map ρiX is conjectured to be bijective and we call the conjecture the
Tate-Beilinson conjecture.
Let Ki(X) be Quillen’s higher K-groups associated to the category of
vector bundles on X . Let Ki(X)Q = Ki(X) ⊗ Q. The Tate conjecture can
be reformulated in terms of K-groups, because there is an isomorphism
K0(X)
(i)
Q ≃ CH
i(X)⊗Q.
Here K0(X)
(i)
Q denotes the subspace of the rational K-group K0(X)Q on
which the Adams operator ψm acts as the multiplication by mi for all m ∈ N.
For higher K-groups of projective smooth varieties over finite fields, there is
a conjecture raised by Parshin:
Conjecture 2. For every projective smooth variety X over a finite field and
every integer i > 0, Ki(X)Q = 0.
By the Bass conjecture [1] on finite generation of K-groups, these groups
are expected to be finite. Geisser [9] proved that if the Tate conjecture holds
and numerical and rational equivalence over finite fields agree, then Parshin’s
conjecture holds for all projective smooth varieties over finite fields. Kahn
[14] considered the class Btate(k) of projective smooth varieties of Abelian
type over k, for which the Tate conjecture holds. A projective smooth variety
X is called of Abelian type if the Chow motive of X belongs to the subcate-
gory of the category of Chow motives generated by Artin motives and Chow
motives of abelian varieties. For example, products of curves and Fermat
varieties are of Abelian type. For any variety X in Btate(k), Kahn proved
that rational and numerical equivalence agree, namely the Tate-Beilinson
conjecture holds, and that Parshin’s conjecture holds for X using Geisser’s
result [9] and Kimura’s result [15].
Parshin’s conjecture implies that for all n ≥ 0 and i > 0, CHn(X, i)Q = 0
by the isomorphism Ki(X)Q ≃
⊕
n≥0
CHn(X, i)Q ([4]). Here CH
n(X, i) denotes
Bloch’s higher Chow group ([4]) and CHn(X, i)Q := CH
n(X, i) ⊗ Q. By
Deligne’s proof of the Weil conjecture [6], we have H2i−j(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk = 0
for j 6= 0. Therefore we can combine the Tate-Beilinson conjecture and the
Parshin conjecture into a conjecture below. The results of Geisser and Kahn
mentioned above imply that the following conjecture holds for any variety X
in Btate(k):
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Conjecture 3. The cycle map
CHi(X, j)⊗Qℓ −→ H
2i−j(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk
is bijective for all integers i, j ≥ 0.
For a non-negative integer r and a positive integer m prime to p, we define
a variety Xrm = X
r
m(a0, . . . , ar+1) ⊂ P
r+1 of dimension r and of degree m by
the equation
a0x
m
0 + a1x
m
1 + · · ·+ ar+1x
m
r+1 = 0.
Here ai is a non-zero elements in k. In case a0 = · · · = ar+1 6= 0, X
r
m is called
a Fermat variety and denoted by V rm. Shioda-Katsura [20, 21] proved that
the Tate conjecture holds for a product V r1m × · · · × V
rs
m of Fermat varieties
of same degree under an arithmetic condition(for example, m is a prime and
p ≡ 1 mod m).
In this paper, we are concerned with products of Xrm of different degrees,
and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p. Let m1, . . . , md be
positive integers prime to p. Let r1, . . . , rd be positive integers. Let X
rj
mj =
X
rj
mj (aj) with coefficients aj ∈ (k
×)rj+2. Let X be the product Xr1m1×· · ·×X
rd
md
.
Then T (X/k, i) is true for all i in the following cases:
(1) In case that rj = 1 for all j, assume that one of the following two
conditions holds:
(a) For each 1 ≤ j ≤ d, there is at most one j′ 6= j such that
gcd(mj , mj′) > 2.
(b) For every even integer j with 4 ≤ j ≤ d and for every 1 ≤ n1 <
n2 < · · · < nj ≤ d, there exists an integer a with 1 ≤ a ≤ j such
that
(i) gcd(mna , mnr) ≤ 2 for any r 6= a,
(ii) the order of p in the group (Z/mna)
× is odd.
In this case, moreover, we obtain that CHi(X) is the direct sum of
a free abelian group of finite rank and a group of finite exponent
for all i.
(2) In case that rj is odd for all j, assume that the following conditions
hold:
(i) gcd(mj , mj′) ≤ 2 for j 6= j
′,
(ii) the order of p in the group (Z/mj)
× is odd for all j.
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(3) In case that rj is even for all j, assume that the following conditions
hold:
(i) gcd(mj , mj′) ≤ 2 for j 6= j
′,
(ii) T (X
rj
mj/L, rj/2) is true for all j and for a sufficiently large finite
extension L of k.
(4) In general case, assume that the following conditions hold:
(i) gcd(mj , mj′) ≤ 2 for j 6= j
′,
(ii) for j with odd rj, the order of p in the group (Z/mj)
× is odd,
(iii) for j with even rj, T (X
rj
mj/L, rj/2) is true for a sufficiently large
finite extension L of k.
Remark 1.2. For a variety X in (1)–(4) of Theorem 1.1, the vector space
H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk does not vanish. Moreover, if X is a variety as in (2)–
(4), then the dimension of H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk over Qℓ can be described. For
example, let X = Xr1m1 × · · · ×X
rd
md
be as in (2). Then we have
dimQℓH
2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk
= ♯{(i1, . . . , id) | i1 + · · ·+ id = i and 0 ≤ ij ≤ min{rj, i} for all j}
where ♯ denotes the cardinality of a finite set. The above equation follows
from the proof of Theorem 1.1 (see §3.1.).
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a combinatorial property of eigen-
values of Frobenius acting on ℓ-adic e´tale cohomology of Xrm. We will use an
argument similar to that Spiess used in [26]. For (1) (b), we use a result of
Soule´ [25, The´ore`me 3 i)].
From Theorem 1.1 (3) and the fact that the Tate conjecture holds for
X2m/k, we obtain the following:
Corollary 1.3. Let the notation be as in Theorem 1.1. Assume that (mj , mj′ ) ≤
2 for j 6= j
′
. Then the Tate conjecture holds for X2m1 ×X
2
m2
× · · · ×X2md/k.
In case that all coefficients are same, that is, in case thatX
rj
mj = V
rj
mj for all
j, this corollary also follows from Theorem 1.1(1) and “inductive structure”
for Fermat varieties given by Shioda-Katsura [20] (cf. §3.2).
From Theorem 1.1, we see that the varieties as in Theorem 1.1 belong to
Btate(k), and hence we obtain the following (cf. Corollary 3.2):
Corollary 1.4. Let X be a variety as in (1)–(4) of Theorem 1.1. Then the
following holds:
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(1) Conjecture 3 holds for X,
(2) The Lichtenbaum conjecture holds for X.
Furthermore if X is a variety as in Theorem 1.1 (1) (b), then the following
holds:
(4) CH2(X) is finitely generated.
(5) K0(X) is the direct sum of a free abelian group of finite rank and a
group of finite exponent.
Here the Lichtenbaum conjecture is the conjecture stated in [17, §7].
Corollary 1.4 (1) (2) immediately follow from Theorem 1.1 and results
of Geisser [9] and Kahn [14] mentioned above. Corollary 1.4 (4) (5) follow
from Theorem 1.1 (1) (b), a spectral sequence from higher Chow groups to
algebraic K-theory [8]
Ep,q2 = CH
−q(X,−p− q) =⇒ K−p−q(X)
and the following theorem:
Theorem 1.5 (Colliot-The´le`ne−Sansuc−Soule´ [5]). Let X be a projective
smooth and geometrically connected variety over a finite field, the subgroup
CH2(X)tor of torsion elements of CH
2(X) is finite.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section (§2), we prove some
lemmas about eigenvalues of Frobenius acting on ℓ-adic e´tale cohomology.
In §3, we prove Theorem 1.1 using lemmas in §2. In §3.1, we calculate the
dimension of ℓ-adic e´tale cohomology for varieties of Theorem 1.1. In §3.2,
we give an alternative proof of Corollary 1.3 using “inductive structure” for
Fermat varieties. In the last section (§4), we give an application to a zeta
value of products of four curves using a result of Kohmoto [16].
Notation
For a field k, k× denotes the multiplicative group. For an integer m > 1,
Z/m denotes the cokernel of the map Z
×m
→ Z and (Z/m)× denotes the group
of invertible elements in Z/m.
Unless indicated otherwise, all cohomology groups of schemes are taken
for the e´tale topology. Let X be a scheme. For a prime number ℓ which is
invertible on X and integers i, j ≥ 0, we define
H i(X,Zℓ(j)) := H
i
cont(X,Zℓ(j)),
H i(X,Qℓ(j)) := H
i(X,Zℓ(j))⊗Zℓ Qℓ.
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where H icont(X,Zℓ(j)) is the continuous ℓ-adic e´tale cohomology defined by
Jannsen [12]. We write H i(X,Qℓ) for H
i(X,Qℓ(0)). For a scheme X and a
positive integer m which is invertible on X , we write µm for the e´tale sheaf
of m-th roots of unity on X . For all schemes X considering in this paper, we
have
H i(X,Zℓ(j)) = lim←−
n
H i(X, µ⊗jℓn ).
2 Lemmas
In this section, we prove some lemmas about eigenvalues of Frobenius acting
on ℓ- adic e´tale cohomology, which is used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let k be a finite field Fq. We consider a variety X
r
m over k. Let F ∈ Gk be
the geometric Frobenius. In this paper, we call an eigenvalue α of F acting
on H i(Xrm,Qℓ) Weil number of weight i for X
r
m/k. By Deligne’s theorem
(Weil conjecture) [6], α is an algebraic integer and the absolute value |α| of
α is equal to qi/2. We have known that for any i 6= r, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2r,
H i(Xrm,Qℓ) =
{
0 for i odd
1-dimensional for i even
(2.1)
For this fact, we refer to [11, Expose VII, Corollaire 7.5.]. In case i is even,
H i(Xrm,Qℓ) is generated by algebraic cycles, that is, the Tate conjecture is
true. From (2.1) we see that a Weil number for Xrm/k of even weight i 6= r
is qi/2, and that we have no Weil number for Xrm/k of odd weight i 6= r.
Now assume that q = pf is the least power of p such that q ≡ 1 mod m.
We then recall Weil’s result on describing Weil numbers of weight r for Xrm/k
in terms of Jacobi sums [31]. A Weil number α of weight r for Xrm/k is given
by
α = (−1)rχ¯(a0)
γ0 · · · χ¯(ar+1)
γr+1j(γ).
Here χ is a fixed character of order m of k× and j(γ) is the Jacobi sum:
j(γ) =
∑
1+v1+···+vr+1=0
vi∈k×
χ(v1)
γ1 · · ·χ(vr+1)
γr+1,
where γ is an element of the set
Dm,r =
{
(γ0, . . . , γr+1) | γi ∈ Z/m, γi 6≡ 0, γ0 + γ1 + · · ·+ γr+1 ≡ 0
}
.
Conversely, for any γ ∈ Dm,r, the number (−1)
rχ¯(a0)
γ0 · · · χ¯(ar+1)
γr+1j(γ) is
a Weil number of weight of r for Xrm/k.
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Lemma 2.1. Let k be a finite field Fq. Let α be a Weil number of weight
r for Xrm/k. Then there is an integer e > 0 such that α
e belongs to Q(ζm),
where ζm is a primitive m-th root of unity.
Proof. Let L := Fqe be a finite extension of k such that q
e ≡ 1 mod m.
Then αe is a Weil number of weight r for Xrm/L. By the above Weil’s result,
αe is a power of (−1)rχ¯(a0)
γ0 · · · χ¯(ar+1)
γr+1j(γ), and therefore belongs to
Q(ζm).
Lemma 2.2 (Shioda-Katsura [20, Lemma 3.1.]). Let f be the residue degree
of p in Q(ζm). Let α be a Weil number of weight r for X
r
m/Fpf . Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) some power of α is a power of p;
(ii) the valuations vp(α) of α are independent of a prime p in Q(ζm)
dividing p, and equal to fr
2
.
Lemma 2.3. Let m1, m2, . . . , m2i be positive integers prime to p. Let αj be
a Weil number of weight 1 for X1mj/k. Assume that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ 2i,
there is at most one j′ 6= j such that gcd(mj , mj′) > 2. If α1α2 · · ·α2i = q
i,
then−after renumbering the αj if necessary−there exists an integer N such
that
(α1α2)
N = · · · = (α2i−1α2i)
N = qN .
Proof. From the assumption, after renumbering the mj if necessary, we have
pairs (m1, m2), . . . , (m2i−1, m2i) such that
gcd(lcm(m2j−1, m2j), lcm(m2j′−1, m2j′)) ≤ 2 for all j 6= j
′.
Put Lj := lcm(m2j−1, m2j) for 1 ≤ j ≤ i. From the equation α1α2 · · ·α2i = q
i
and Lemma 2.1, there is a positive integer M such that
(α1α2)
M = qMi(α3 · · ·α2i)
−M ∈ Q(ζL1) ∩Q({ζLj , j 6= 1}).
Now we have
Q(ζL1) ∩Q({ζLj , j 6= 1}) ⊂ Q(ζL1) ∩Q(ζL) = Q.
Here L = lcm(Lj , j 6= 1). Hence (α1α2)
M belongs to Q and therefore
(α1α2)
2M = |(α1α2)
M |2 = q2M , because α is a Weil number of weight 1.
The same argument shows that (α2i−1α2i)
2M = q2M for 2 ≤ i ≤ d.
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Lemma 2.4. Let m1, . . . , md be positive integers prime to p. Let r1, . . . , rd
be positive odd integers. For j = 1, . . . , d, let αj be a Weil number of weight
ij for X
rj
mj/k. Assume that there is an integer j0 such that
(1) (mj0 , mj) ≤ 2 for j 6= j0,
(2) ij0 = rij0 ,
(3) the order of p in the group (Z/mj0)
× is odd.
Then the product α1α2 · · ·αd does not belong to Q.
Proof. We may assume that j0 = 1. From Lemma 2.1, there is a positive
integer N such that αNj ∈ Q(ζmj ) for all j. If α1α2 · · ·αd =: b ∈ Q, then we
have
αN1 = b
N (α2 · · ·αd)
−N ∈ Q(ζm1) ∩Q(ζmj , j 6= 1).
From the assumption (1), Q(ζm1) ∩ Q(ζmj , j 6= 1) = Q. By the assumption
(2), we have |αN1 | = q
Nr1/2. Therefore we see that some power of α1 is a
power of p.
On the other hand, by linear algebra, we see that some power of α1 is a
power of a Weil number α of weight r1 for X
r1
m1
/Fpf . Here f is the order of p
in (Z/m1)
× which is odd by assumption (3). Since fr1
2
is not an integer, the
valuation vp(α) is not equal to
fr1
2
for all primes p in Q(ζm1) dividing p. By
Lemma 2.2, any power of α is not a power of p. Therefore any power of α1
is not a power of p, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 2.5. Let m1, . . . , md be positive integers prime to p. Let r1, . . . , rd be
positive integers. Assume that gcd(mj , mj′) ≤ 2 for j 6= j
′. For j = 1, . . . , d,
let αj be a Weil number of weight 2rj for X
2rj
mj /k. Put r := r1 + · · ·+ rd. If
α1α2 · · ·αd = q
r, then there exists an integer N such that
αN1 = q
Nr1 , · · · , αNd = q
Nrd.
Proof. From the equation α1α2 · · ·αd = q
r and Lemma 2.1, there is a positive
integer M such that
αM1 = q
Mr(α2 · · ·αd)
−M ∈ Q(ζm1) ∩Q({ζmj , j 6= 1}).
By the assumption, we have
Q(ζm1) ∩Q({ζmj , j 6= 1}) = Q.
Hence αM1 ∈ Q and therefore α
2M
1 = |α
M
1 |
2 = q2Mr1 , because α1 is a Weil
number of weight r1. The same argument shows that α
2M
j = q
2Mrj for 2 ≤
j ≤ d.
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3 Proof of the theorem
Before beginning to prove the theorem, we define a class A(k) constructed
from projective smooth varieties as in Theorem 1.1 and prove that Conjecture
3 in the introduction holds for varieties which belong to A(k). The argument
is based on that of Soule´ [25].
Let Y be a projective smooth variety over a finite field k which is not
necessarily geometrically integral over k. Put κ := Γ(Y,OY ). Then the
scalar extension Y ⊗k κ is a disjoint union of copies of Y , and we have
CHi(Y )⊗Qℓ ≃
(
CHi(Y ⊗k κ)⊗Qℓ
)Gal(κ/k)
≃
(
CHi(Y )⊗Qℓ[Gal(κ/k)]
)Gal(κ/k)
.
Hence the bijectivity of the cycle class map (1.1) for Y/k is equivalent to that
for Y/κ. For this reason we also consider the case that Y is not geometrically
integral.
Definition 3.1. For any finite field k, we define A(k) to be the smallest class
of projective smooth varieties over k satisfying the following properties:
(1) Varieties which satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1.1 belong to A(k).
(2) If X and Y belong to A(k), then the disjoint union X ∐ Y of X and
Y belongs to A(k).
(3) If X belongs to A(k), Y is a projective smooth variety such that
dimX = dimY , Y is a direct summand of X as Chow motives with Z[ 1
n
]
coefficients for some n ≥ 1, then Y belongs to A(k).
(4) LetX be a projective smooth variety over k and k′ be a finite extension
of k. If X ⊗ k′ belongs to A(k′), then X belongs to A(k).
(5) If X belongs to A(k) and E is a vector bundle on X , then the pro-
jective bundle P (E) on X associated to E belongs to A(k).
(6) Let X be a projective smooth variety over k and Y be a closed smooth
subvariety of X . Let W be the blowing up of X along Y . Then W belongs
to A(k) if and only if X and Y belong to A(k).
Corollary 3.2. Let X be a variety which belong to A(k). Then we have the
following:
(1) Conjecture 3 holds for X,
(2) The Lichtenbaum conjecture holds for X.
Proof. By results of Kahn [14] and Geisser [9], it suffices to show that the
Tate-Beilinson conjecture holds for all i and for X ∈ A(k).
Let A′(k) be a class of all projective smooth varieties over k for which the
Tate-Beilinson conjecture holds. Then by the smallness of A(k), it suffices to
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show that A′(k) satisfies the above properties (1)–(6). For (1), the assertion
follows from Theorem 1.1. We only show that A′(k) satisfies property (6).
The other properties (2)–(5) can be checked by similar arguments. Let the
notation be as in property (6). Since we have the following decomposition of
the Chow motive W˜ of W (cf. [25])
W˜ ≃ X˜ ⊕
( c−1⊕
j=1
Y˜ ⊗ Lj
)
,
we have the following isomorphisms (cf. [25, The´ore`me 4.]):
CHi(W ) ≃ CHi(X)⊕
( c−1⊕
j=1
CHi−j(Y )
)
,
H2i(W,Qℓ(i)) ≃ H
2i(X,Qℓ(i))⊕
( c−1⊕
j=1
H2(i−j)(Y ,Qℓ(i− j))
)
.
Hence W belongs to A′(k) if and only if X and Y belong to A′(k).
We prove Theorem 1.1 using Lemmas about Weil numbers for Xrm/k in
§2. We can formulate the assertion of the Tate conjecture for Chow motives
and simplify the argument. For the definition and basic properties of Chow
motives, we refer to [25]. Spiess [26] used Chow motives in the proof of the
Tate conjecture for products of elliptic curves. We use similar arguments of
Spiess. We first give the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.3. Let L/k be a finite extension and X be a projective smooth
variety over k. Then T (X ×k L/L, i) implies T (X/k, i).
For the proof of this lemma, see [26, Lemma 1].
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (1) (a). Using the motivic decomposition of the
Chow motive X1m = 1 ⊕ X
+
m ⊕ L (see [25]), our task is reduced to show
that T (X+m1 ⊗X
+
m2
⊗· · ·⊗X+ms/k, i) holds for all s and i. Since Soule´ proved
that H2i(X+m1 ⊗X
+
m2
⊗ · · · ⊗X+ms ,Qℓ(i)) = 0 for s 6= 2i, we may assume
s = 2i. We have
H2i(X+m1 ⊗X
+
m2
⊗ · · · ⊗X+ms ,Qℓ(i))
Gk ≃
(
H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗H2i
)F=qi
.
Here we set Hs = H
1(X1ms ,Qℓ) and F ∈ Gk is the geometric Frobenius.
A basis of the vector space
(
H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗H2i
)F=qi
corresponds to 2i-
tuples (α1, α2, . . . , α2i) such that α1α2 · · ·α2i = q
i (where αs is a Weil number
of weight 1 for X1ms/k).
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From the assumption (a) in Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.3, there is a
positive integer N such that for every such tuples (α1, α2, . . . , α2i), after
renumbering the αj if necessary, we have
(α1α2)
N = · · · = (α2i−1α2i)
N = qN .
From this we obtain that the map
⊕
σ
i⊗
j=1
H2(X+mσ(2j−1) ⊗X
+
mσ(2j)
,Qℓ(1))
GL
−→ H2i(X+m1 ⊗X
+
m2
⊗ · · · ⊗X+m2i ,Qℓ(i))
GL
is surjective, where σ runs through the set of permutations of {1, 2, . . . , 2i}
and L is a finite extension of k with [L : k] = N . Now the assertion follows
from Lemma 3.3, T (X1m × X
1
m′ ×k L/L, 1)(it is true) and the commutative
diagram
⊕
σ
i⊗
j=1
CH1(X+mσ(2j−1) ⊗X
+
mσ(2j)
⊗ L)⊗Qℓ
//

⊕
σ
i⊗
j=1
H2(X+mσ(2j−1) ⊗X
+
mσ(2j)
,Qℓ(1))
GL

CHi(X+m1 ⊗X
+
m2 ⊗ · · · ⊗X
+
m2i ⊗ L)⊗ Qℓ
// H2i(X+m1 ⊗X
+
m2 ⊗ · · · ⊗X
+
m2i ,Qℓ(i))
GL .
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (1) (b). We first recall a result of Soule´ ([25, The-
orem 3]).
Let C1, . . . , Cd be projective, smooth and geometrically irreducible curves
over k = Fq, and X = C1×· · ·×Cd be the product. We consider the following
condition on X/k and integer 0 ≤ i ≤ d:
Condition (∗)i Let j be an even integer with 4 ≤ j ≤ inf(2i, 2d − 2i).
For any 1 ≤ n1 < n2 < · · · < nj ≤ d, if αn1, . . . , αnj are eigenvalues of F
acting on H1(Cn1 ,Qℓ), . . . , H
1(Cnj ,Qℓ), then the product αn1αn2 · · ·αnj is
not equal to qj/2.
Theorem 3.4 (Soule´ [25]). Let i be a positive integer with 0 ≤ i ≤ d. If X
satisfies the condition (∗)i over k, then CH
i(X) is the direct sum of a free
abelian group of finite rank and a group of finite exponent. Moreover the
cycle map ρiX is bijective.
Remark 3.5. The condition (∗)i holds for i = 0, 1, d − 1, d. Therefore if
d ≤ 3, the Tate-Beilinson conjecture holds by Theorem 3.4.
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From Theorem 3.4, our task is reduced to show that X satisfies the con-
dition (∗)i for all i. In our case, from the assumption (b) in Theorem 1.1
and Lemma 2.4, we see that the product αn1αn2 · · ·αnj does not belong to
Q. Hence X satisfies the condition (∗) for all i.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (2). From Ku¨nneth formula, we have
H2i(Xr1m1 ×X
r2
m2 × · · · ×X
rd
md,Qℓ(i))
Gk ≃
⊕
i1+···+id=2i
W (i1, . . . , id),
where
W (i1, . . . , id) :=
(
H i1(Xr1m1 ,Qℓ)⊗ · · · ⊗H
id(Xrdmd ,Qℓ)
)F=qi
.
From (2.1), Lemma 2.4 and the assumption of the theorem, we obtain that
if ij is odd for some j, then W (i1, . . . , id) = 0.
In the remaining case where ij is even for all j, from (2.1) we have
d⊗
j=1
H ij(X
rj
mj ,Qℓ(ij/2))
Gk ≃W (i1, . . . , id).
We know that if r is odd, then the Tate conjecture T (Xrm/k, i) is true for
all i. Therefore the assertion follows from a similar argument in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 (1) (a).
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (3). Let i be an integer with 0 ≤ i ≤ r, where
r = r1 + · · ·+ rd. From Ku¨nneth formula and isomorphisms (2.1), we have
H2i(Xr1m1 ×X
r2
m2 × · · · ×X
rd
md ,Qℓ(i))
Gk ≃
⊕
i1+···+id=i
V (i1, . . . , id)
Gk ,
where
V (i1, . . . , id) :=
(
H2i1(Xr1m1 ,Qℓ(i1))⊗ · · · ⊗H
2id(Xrdmd,Qℓ(id))
)
.
Similarly to the above proof of (1) (a), a basis of V (i1, . . . , id)
Gk corresponds
to d-tuples (α1, α2, . . . , αd) such that α1α2 · · ·αd = q
i (where αj is a Weil
number of weight 2ij for X
rj
mj/k).
From assumption (i) of the theorem, Lemma 2.5 and isomorphism (2.1),
there is a positive integer N such that for every such d-tuples (α1, α2, . . . , αd),
we have
αN1 = q
Ni1 , · · · , αNd = q
Nid.
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From this we obtain that the map
d⊗
j=1
H2ij(X
rj
mj ,Qℓ(ij))
GL −→ V (i1, . . . , id)
GL
is surjective, where L is a finite extension of k with [L : k] = N . The asser-
tion now follows from assumption (ii) of the theorem and the commutative
diagram
⊕
i1+···+id=i
d⊗
j=1
CHij (Xrjmj × L)⊗Qℓ
//

⊕
i1+···+id=i
d⊗
j=1
H2ij (X
rj
mj ,Qℓ(ij))
GL

CHi(Xr1m1 ×X
r2
m2
× · · · ×Xrdmd × L)⊗Qℓ
// H2i(Xr1m1 ×X
r2
m2 × · · · ×X
rd′
md ,Qℓ(i))
GL .
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (4). Let Y be the product of all factors of X of odd
dimension and let Z be the product of all factors of X of even dimension.
From Ku¨nneth formula and isomorphisms (2.1), we have
H2i(X,Qℓ) ≃
⊕
i1+i2=i
H2i1(Y ,Qℓ)⊗H
2i2(Z,Qℓ).
A basis of
(
H2i1(Y ,Qℓ(i1)) ⊗ H
2i2(Z,Qℓ(i2))
)Gk corresponds to pairs
(α, β) such that αβ = qi where α and β are an eigenvalue of geometric
Frobenius acting on H2i1(Y ,Qℓ) and H
2i2(Z,Qℓ) respectively.
Letm (resp. n) be the least common multiple of {mj | rj is odd (resp. even)}.
From assumption (i) of the theorem, gcd(m,n) ≤ 2. From Ku¨nneth formula
and Lemma 2.1, there is a positive integer N such that for every such pairs
(α, β), we have
αN = qiβ−N ∈ Q(ζm) ∩Q(ζn) = Q.
From this we obtain that the map⊕
i1+i2=i
H2i1(Y ,Qℓ(i1))
GE ⊗H2i2(Z,Qℓ(i2))
GE −→ H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
GE
is surjective, where E/k is a finite extension of degree N . Hence the assertion
follows from Theorem 1.1 (2) (3) and a commutative diagram⊕
i1+i2=i
CHi1(Y × E)⊗ CHi2(Z × E)⊗Qℓ //

⊕
i1+i2=i
H2i1(Y , i1)
GE ⊗H2i2(Z, i2)
GE

CHi(X × E)⊗Qℓ // H
2i(X,Qℓ(i))
GE .
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Here H2i1(Y , i1) and H
2i2(Z, i2) denote H
2i1(Y ,Qℓ(i1)) and H
2i2(Z,Qℓ(i2))
respectively.
3.1 Dimension of ℓ-adic cohomology
For a variety X as in Theorem 1.1, the Qℓ-vector space H
2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk
does not vanish. In case where X is a variety as in (2) of Theorem 1.1,
H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk comes from tensor products of Lefschetz motives. In other
cases, H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk may contain a subspace which does not comes from
tensor products of Lefschetz motives. For example, H2(X1m ×X
1
m,Qℓ(1))
Gk
contains the subspace which is isomorphic to HomQℓ(Vℓ(Jm), Vℓ(Jm))
Gk . Here
Jm is the Jacobian variety of X
1
m over k and Vℓ(Jm) is defined as follows: let
Jm[n] denote the group of elements x ∈ Jm(k) such that nx = 0. We define
Tℓ(Jm) to be the projective limit of the groups Jm[ℓ
n] with respect to the
maps Jm[ℓ
n+1]
×ℓ
−→ Jm[ℓ
n]. Then we define Vℓ(Jm) = Qℓ ⊗Zℓ Tℓ(Jm). It is
well known that Tℓ(Jm) is a free module over Zℓ of rank (m − 1)(m − 2).
Therefore Vℓ(Jm) is a Qℓ-vector space of dimension (m− 1)(m− 2).
The dimension of H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk over Qℓ can be computed for a variety
X as in (2)–(4) of Theorem 1.1.
First let X = Xr1m1 × · · · × X
rd
md
be a variety as in (2). By the proof of
Theorem 1.1 (2), we have
H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk
=
⊕
(i1,...,id)∈I(i)
H2i1(Xr1m1 ,Qℓ(i1))
Gk ⊗ · · · ⊗H2id(Xrdmd,Qℓ(id))
Gk
where
I(i) =
{
(i1, . . . , id)
∣∣∣ i1 + · · ·+ id = i and 0 ≤ ij ≤ min{rj, i} for all j}.
The direct summand of right hand side is isomorphic to Qℓ. Hence we have
dimQℓ H
2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk = ♯I(i)(3.1)
where ♯ denotes the cardinality of a finite set.
Next let X = Xr1m1 × · · · × X
rd
md
be a variety as in (3). By the proof of
Theorem 1.1 (3), we have
H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk
=
⊕
(i1,...,id)∈I′(i)
H2i1(Xr1m1 ,Qℓ(i1))
Gk ⊗ · · · ⊗H2id(Xrdmd,Qℓ(id))
Gk
⊕
⊕
(i1,...,id)∈I
′′
(i)
H2i1(Xr1m1 ,Qℓ(i1))
Gk ⊗ · · · ⊗H2id(Xrdmd ,Qℓ(id))
Gk
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where
I ′(i) =
{
(i1, . . . , id)
∣∣∣ d∑
j=1
ij = i, 0 ≤ ij ≤ min{rj, i} and 2ij 6= rj for all j
}
and
I
′′
(i) =
{
(i1, . . . , id)
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
j=1
ij = i, 0 ≤ ij ≤ min{rj , i} for all j,
2ij = rj for some j
}
The direct summand of the first part of the right hand side is isomorphic to
Qℓ. Hence we have
dimQℓ H
2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk = ♯I ′(i) +
∑
(i1,...,id′)∈I
′′ (i)
∏
2ij=rj
dimQℓ H
rj(X
rj
mj ,Qℓ(ij))
Gk .
(3.2)
The description of dimQℓ H
rj(X
rj
mj ,Qℓ(rj/2))
Gk is known (cf. [23, p. 125]).
We recall it here. We use the notation in §2.1. Let m be a positive integer
prime to p and let r be a positive even integer. We denote the cardinality of
k by q. Then we have
dimQℓ H
r(Xrm,Qℓ(r/2))
Gk = 1 + ♯Bm,r,q,
where
Bm,r,q =
{
γ ∈ Dm,r | j(γ) = q
r/2
}
.
To give another description of Bm,r,q, we introduce some notation. For γ =
(γ0, . . . , γr+1) ∈ Dm,r, we define
‖ γ ‖=
r+1∑
i=1
〈γi
m
〉
− 1,
where 〈x〉 is the fractional part of x ∈ Q/Z. We write H for the subgroup
of (Z/m)× generated by p, and f for the order of H . Then for a sufficiently
large q, the set Bm,r,q is equal to the following set{
γ ∈ Dm,r
∣∣∣ ∑
h∈H
‖ htγ ‖= rf/2, ∀t ∈ (Z/m)×
}
.
Lastly let X be a variety as in (4). Let Y and Z be the varieties as in
the proof of Theorem 1.1 (4) (i.e. X = Y × Z). By the proof, we have
H2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk ≃
⊕
i1+i2=i
H2i1(Y ,Qℓ(i1))
Gk ⊗H2i2(Z,Qℓ(i2))
Gk .
Therefore the dimension ofH2i(X,Qℓ(i))
Gk can be computed using the above
descriptions (3.1) (3.2).
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3.2 Alternative proof of Corollary 1.3
Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and m be a positive integer prime to
p. For an integer r ≥ 0, let V rm ⊂ P
r+1
k be the Fermat variety of dimension r
and of degree m defined by the following equation
xm0 + x
m
1 + x
m
2 + · · ·+ x
m
r+1 = 0.
Shioda and Katsura [20] gave the “inductive structure” of Fermat varieties
of a common degree and of various dimensions, and proved that the Tate
conjecture holds for Fermat surfaces using this structure. We here give an
alternative proof of Corollary 1.3 using the inductive structure of Fermat
varieties and Theorem 1.1 (1).
Theorem 3.6 (Shioda-Katsura [20], Shioda [22]). Let m be a positive integer
prime to p and k be a finite field with ζ2m ∈ k. Let r and s be positive integers.
Then there is a commutative diagram:
Zr,sm
β

π // Zr,sm /µm
ψ

V r−1m × V
s−1
m
  j // V rm × V
s
m
ϕ
// V r+sm V
r−1
m ∐ V
s−1
m .
? _
ioo
Here µm is the group of m-th roots of unity and the above maps are defined
as follows:
ϕ : the rational map of degree m defined by
ϕ((x0 : · · · : xr+1), (y0 : · · · : ys+1))
= (x0ys+1 : · · · : xr+1ys+1 : ζ2mxr+1y0 : · · · : ζ2mxr+1ys+1),
j : (((x0 : · · · : xr), (y0 : · · · : ys))) 7→ ((x0 : · · · : xr : 0), (y0 : · · · : ys : 0)),
i = 11 ∐ i2 :{
i1 : (x0 : · · · : xr) 7−→ (x0 · · · : xr : 0 : · · · : 0)
i2 : (y0 : · · · : ys) 7−→ (0 : · · · : 0 : y0 : · · · : ys),
β : the blowing up of V rm × V
s
m along V
r−1
m × V
s−1
m ,
π : the quotient map of degree m,
ψ : the blowing up of V r+sm along V
r−1
m ∐ V
s−1
m .
The action of µm on V
r
m × V
s
m is defined by
((x0 : · · · : xr+1), (y0 : · · · : ys+1))
7→ ((x0 : · · · : xr : ζmxr+1), (y0 : · · · : ys : ζmys+1)),
and this µm-action naturally extends to that on Z
r,s
m .
We can prove Corollary 1.3 by induction on dimension from the following
lemma:
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Lemma 3.7. Let m be a positive integer prime to p and k be a finite field
with ζ2m ∈ k. Let W be a projective smooth variety over k. If T (W/k, i− 1)
and T (V 1m × V
1
m ×W/k, i) hold, then T (V
2
m ×W/k, i) also holds.
Proof. For a variety V , put CHi(V )Qℓ := CH
i(V )⊗Z Qℓ. Let X := V
2
m ×W .
By Theorem 3.6, we have the diagram
Z1,1m ×W
β

π // Z1,1m /µm ×W
ψ

V 0m × V
0
m ×W
  j // V 1m × V
1
m ×W
ϕ
// X (V 0m ∐ V
0
m)×W.?
_ioo
Here the above maps are similar to that in Theorem 3.6. From this diagram,
we have the following isomorphisms (cf. [20, §2], [7, Example 1.7.6])
H2i(X,Qℓ(i))⊕H
2(i−1)(W,Qℓ(i− 1))
⊕2m
≃H2i(V 1m × V
1
m ×W,Qℓ(i))
µm ⊕H2(i−1)(W,Qℓ(i− 1))
⊕m2(3.3)
CHi(X)Qℓ ⊕ CH
i−1(W )⊕2mQℓ ≃ CH
i(V 1m × V
1
m ×W )
µm
Qℓ
⊕ CHi−1(W )⊕m
2
Qℓ
.
(3.4)
Here H2i(V 1m × V
1
m ×W,Qℓ(i))
µm and CHi(V 1m × V
1
m × W )
µm
Qℓ
are the µm-
invariant subspace of H2i(V 1m × V
1
m ×W,Qℓ(i)), CH
i(V 1m × V
1
m × W )Qℓ re-
spectively. The Gk-action and the µm-action commute, and the isomor-
phisms (3.3) (3.4) are compatible with the cycle class map (1.1). Therefore
if T (W/k, i − 1) and T (V 1m × V
1
m ×W/k, i) hold, then T (V
2
m ×W/k, i) also
holds.
4 A zeta value of products of four curves
Let X be a projective smooth fourfold over a finite field. In his paper [16]
Theorem 2, Kohmoto gave a formula of the special value of the zeta function
of X at s = 2 assuming the Tate-Beilinson conjecture TB2(X) in the sense
of [16] and that CH2(X) is finitely generated. His work is based on formulae
of zeta values established by Bayer, Neukirch, Schneider, Milne and Kahn
([2], [24], [19] and [14]). Now let X/k be as in Theorem 1.1 (1) (b). The
Galois group Gk of k/k acts semisimply on H
i(X,Qℓ) by a theorem of Tate
[29]. Hence TB2(X) holds for X/k by Theorem 1.1 (1) (b) and Corollary
1.4 (1) (4), and we obtain the following corollaries using the result of Kohmoto
mentioned above. This means that we give a new example which satisfy the
assumptions above.
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We introduce some notation. Let WνΩ
n
X,log be the e´tale sheaf of the
logarithmic part of the Hodge-Witt sheaf WνΩ
n
X ([13]). We define Z/m(2)
and Q/Z(2) as follows:
Z/m(2) :=
{
µ⊗2m if (m, p) = 1
µ⊗2m′ ⊕WνΩ
2
X,log[−2] if m = p
νm′ for ν > 0 and (m′, p) = 1
Q/Z(2) := lim
−→
m
Z/m(2).
We define Z(2) as the e´tale sheafification on X of the presheaf of cochain
complexes
U 7−→ z2(U, ∗)[−4],
where z2(U, ∗) denotes Bloch’s cycle complex ([4])
· · · −→ z2(U, r)
dr−→ z2(U, r − 1)
dr−1
−→ · · ·
d1−→ z2(U, 0).
Here z2(U, r) is placed in degree −r. We define the unramified cohomology
group H3ur(k(X),Q/Z(2)) as the kernel of the boundary map of a localization
sequence
H3(Spec(k(X)),Q/Z(2)) −→
⊕
x∈X(1)
H4x(Spec(OX,x),Q/Z(2)),
where k(X) is the function field of X , and X(1) is the set of points of X of
codimension one.
Remark 4.1. By Bloch [4] and Geisser−Levine [10], we know that the com-
plex Z(2)⊗Z/m is isomorphic to Z/m(2) defined above in the derived cate-
gory of complexes of e´tale sheaves.
By Theorem 1.1 and results of Kohmoto [16, Theorem 1, Theorem 2], we
obtain the following corollaries:
Corollary 4.2. Let X/k be as in Theorem 1.1 (1) (b) and assume dimX = 4.
(1) The unramified cohomology group H3ur(k(X),Q/Z(2)) is finite.
(2) H5(X,Z(2)) is finite.
(3) The intersection pairing
CH2(X)× CH2(X) −→ CH4(X) ≃ CH0(X)
deg
−→ Z
is non-degenerate when tensored with Q.
(4) The subgroup CH2(X, i)tor of torsion elements of the higher Chow group
CH2(X, i) is finite for i = 1, 2, 3, and zero for i ≥ 4.
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Remark 4.3. Corollary 4.2 (4) holds for arbitrary projective smooth four-
folds over finite fields by [16, Theorem 1(d)]
For a smooth projective variety X over a finite field k = Fq, the zeta
function of X is defined as follows:
ζ(X, s) := Z(X/k, q−s) with Z(X/k, t) := exp
(∑
n≥1
♯X(Fqn)
n
tn
)
,
where ♯ denotes the cardinality of a finite set. We define the special value of
ζ(X, s) at s = 2 as
ζ(X, 2)∗ := lim
s→2
ζ(X, s)(1− q2−s)−ρ2 ,
where ρ2 is the order of ζ(X, s) at s = 2.
Corollary 4.4. Let X/k be as in Theorem 1.1 (1) (b) and assume dimX = 4.
Then the following formula holds:
ζ(X, 2)∗ =
(−1)S(2) · qχ(X,OX ,2) ·
| H3ur(k(X),Q/Z(2)) |
2
| H5(X,Z(2)) | ·R1
·
3∏
i=0
| CH2(X, i)tor |
2·(−1)i .
Here R1 is the order of the cokernel of the map
CH2(X) −→ Hom(CH2(X),Z)
induced by the intersection pairing, S(2) and χ(X,OX , 2) are defined as
S(2) :=
∑
a>4
ρa
2
(
ρa
2
:= ords= a
2
ζ(X, s)
)
,
χ(X,OX , 2) :=
∑
i,j
(−1)i+j(2− i) dimkH
j
Zar(X,Ω
i
X) (0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 4).
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